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Strength tests were made on 24S-T and AlclxLd75S-T aluminum-alloy
sheet in diagonal tension. These tests indicated that the ultimate shear
stress was essentially inde~endent of the rivet factor if the rivet factor
was greater than 0.6, which covers most of the practical range. Curves
showing the effect of diagonal tension on the ultimate shear stress In the
gross section are presente&--9hese curves supersede those given in
NACA ~ NO l 1364l
INTROIXJCTION
The strength of a shear web is frequently cmputed on the assumption
tit failure occurs when the she& stress in the net section between
rivet or bolt holes reaches the ultlmate sheer stress of the materisl.
The main Ufficul@ with this procedure is to find a really satisfactory
method of determining the Ult-te shear stress of the material. Another
Mfficul@ is that stress concentration effects of holes may ye encountered
at ultimate load sWlsr to those encountered in tension and these effects
must be evaluated. When failure of the shear web occurs %efore bucldlng
takes place, the sheer load on the web is resisted by tmue shear slresses.
If failure of the shear web occurs s$ter buckldlnntakes place, the stress
condition in the web is very Complicatidj however, it is convenient in
stiength calculations to use as a reference valus a fictitious shear stress
camputed on the asswption that the web did not buckle. It then becomes
necessary to find a satisfactory method of detemdning a fictitious
@_timate sheer stress of a thin sheer web which fails after buckling occurs
and the relationship between the ultimate shear stiess and the de~ee of
development of buckling.
The most expedient method of detemdning the ultimate stresses for
shear webs with rivet or bolt holes is by @ect tists on she= ~bs.
fastened with rivets or bolts and subjected to a pure shear load. The
stiffenhg of the webs should be varied in order to detemine the relation-
ship between the ultimate shesr stiess and the degree of developumt of
diagonal tenJ3ion. The ratio of pitch to diameter of the holes should also
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be varied in order to evsluate the conibinedeffect of
and stiess concentration around the holes at ultimate
Results obtatied by this type of test were given
reductim in section
load.
in reference 1 for
webs which approached a-contition of yure shear and for webs with partly
developed diagonal tension. These tests fidicated that, withti the test
scatter, the ultimate sheer stress on the gross section is essentially “
independent of the ratio of net area to gross srea along a Mne of holes
if tiis ratio is greater than 0.6.. These data were used in reference 2
to draw empirical curves showing the effect of the degree of development
of diagonal tension on the tiowable sheer stress on the gross section.
The present investigation is exlx%ded to webs with a greater degree of
development of diagonsl tension, and new curves shodng the relationship
between the degree of development of diagonal tensicm and the average
ultimate sh~ stress on the gross section ere presented. These curves -
supersede the emptiic4 curve; given in
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SYMBOLS
.
reference 2.
rivet factor
(
=d or -mt ‘a ~Q Hne of holes
P gross area along line of holes)
length along ane side of shear panel betieen corner bolts,
tithes
load required to fail psnel, ldps
width of pnel, between hside lines of bolts, inches
diametir of rivet or bolt holes, tithes
diagonal-tension factor (see
pitch of’rivet or bolt holes
thiclmess of sheet, inches
fltdmate tensile stress, .ksi
sheer stress on web, ksi
critical sheer stress, ksi
reference 2)
in one row, .tiches
.
shear stiess on gross section of web, ksi
sheer stiess qn net section of web between rivet holes, ksi
average mOasured ~ss shear stress at failure for specimens
having the same value of k at fa=we~ ksi
.. —. —.. _——.
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TEST SPEHMENS AND PROCEDURE
,
‘L
The test specimens were made from 24-S-Tor Alclad 75S-T aluminum
alloy. The effective length of all specimens was approximately 50 inches.
W order to have the specimens fail at different stages of incomplete
diagonal tension the following combhations of nominal web lihiclmessand
width (h inches) be-en the inside line of bolts were used: 0.020 x .5,
Q.020 x E, 0.025 x 6, 0.025 x E, and 0.051 x I-2. The actual IMDmiOIM
of all spec3mens tested ti the present “tivestigation,as well as those
described h reference 1, sre included h tables 1 and 2. All spec~ns
were tested b a rectmgvlar frame of the @pe shown in figure 1. The
load was applied at the center outer edge of the frsme and caused essentially
pure sheer load on the specimen. The bars connect* the two sides of the
freme were wed to decrease the flexibility of the edge members on the long
side of the panel. The specimens were fastened in the frsme with one or two
rows of bolts which were tight fits in the holes and had heavy washers under
the heads.
Jn all tests, the pitch of the holes was 1 inch and the hole dismsters,
wed to obtati a variation h pitch-diameter ratio, were 3/16, 1/4, 5/16,
and 3A inch.
The test specimens were cut from several different sheets of material.
Ultimate tensile stresses of each sheet of material were determined from
two standerd tensile specimens cut parald+l to the grain and two standard
tensile specimens cut perpendicular to the grain.
TEST RIEXIZTS
The results obtatned in the present tivestigation, as well as data
obtained fmm reference 1, eze presented in tables 1 snd 2.
The shear stress at failure was computed for both the gross section
and the net section along the line of holes. The shear stress at failure
in the gross section was computed by the formula
The
was
1
P
‘E?= Et
sheer stiess at failure in the net section along the line of holes
c~puted by the formula
.>
‘n %
(1)
(2)
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A comparison of specti cut from different sheets of the same
material was made possible by reducing all sheer stresses ccsnputeclby
fommlas (1) and (2) to correspond to an ultimate tensile stress of
&? ksi for 24S-T elumimm alloy and 72 ksi for AIclad 75S-T almlnum
alloy.~ This reduction was accomplished by multiplying the sheer stress
obtained frm formulas (1) and (2) _by @ /utit for 24S-T alminum alloy
and by 72/u~t for AlcMd 75S-T alunimm alloy, where atit is the
lowes~ value of the actti tensfie strength .ofa pwticulsr sheet obtained
from two standsrd tensile specimens cut yerpendiculer to the grain and two
standard tensile specimens cut psrallel to tie grain of the sheet. The
lowest values of the tensile strength were used because reference 3 states
that specimens cut from the sheet ip any direction shall.~ossess certain
mhimum properties not below the stand.srdgiven in reference 3. The
ultzlmatetensile strength in one direction was never more than 4.5 percamt
below that for the other direction.
The reduced values of Tg and Tn ere shown h figures 2 and 3.
These figures ellsoshow the average gross shear stiess at failure
‘*v
for each group of similar specimens. In most of the tests Tg was
within 10 percent of Tgav.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Variations in sheer stress with C .- A prevlom tivestigation
(reference 1) on a large number of 24-S-Talumimm-alloy shesr webs with k
approximately 0.02 and 0.35 and Alclad 75S-T aluminwn-alloy shear webs
w2th k approximately 0.06 and O.@ tidicated that the ultimate shear
stress on the net section was not constant (as is usually assmed) but
decreased as tie rivet factor Cr ticreased. This result was generally
confimed by the tests of the present investigation which were made at
values Of k of approximately 0.55 and 0.72 for 24-S-Talumimn alloy
and k of approximately 0.59 and O .74 for A.lclad793-T al.uninumalloy.
This decrease in tie ulixlmatesheer stiess on the net section as Cr
increased can be accounted for partly by the increase in stress-concentra-
tion effects and partly by an increase in the beez’ingstresses at the holes.
Sufficient data are not available to detemdne the exact In&r’action effec%
between the shear slmesses and the bearing si&esses.
The stresses 78” shown in figures 2 and 3 are usually within
10 perc~t Of T&v l Ih the tests of reference 1 ~~ was within
9 percent of Tgav. = the tests on the 24S-T webs with k = o l72 a
defMte decrease in Tg occws = Cr *creases l ~is decrease is
approximately equal to the ticrmse k ~n as Cr decreases; therefore,
a constant value of either 78 Or T@ co~d be used for this group of
webs. ‘l?hisrelatively small group of webs is tie only group, however,
which shows a definite decrease h Tg as Cr decreases.
u
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Some of the
section may have
variation in the ultdmate shear stresses on the gross
been caused by friction between the web end the frsme.
A preMminary investi~tion inficated that if the bolts were drawn very
tight the effect of this friction could be very large. Most of this
friction effect was eliminated in the present tests and h the tests of
reference 1 because the bolts were drawn just tight enough to bring the
frame and the web together.
U1.ldmateshe= stresses.- The curves h figure 4 show the relation-
ship between the shear stresses in the grcms section at failure and the
diagonal-tension factor k. These curves zxrebased on the values
given in figures 2 and 3 of the present paper abd figures 4 and 5
:’ r:~ence ~ l
The upper curves show the average ultimate shear stiess
for shear webs which are not allowed to buckle at the edges of the holes.
This condition is satisfied if the edge of the shear web is between two
heavy plates or has heavy washers on one side and a heavy plate on the
other. Standard-size brass washers were used in the tests which served
as a basis for the upper curve. The lower curve in figure 4 shows the
average ultimate shear stress for shear webe which were allowed to buckle
at the edge of the holes. No tests of this ty_pesre included in the
present paper; however, such tests were included h reference 1 and these
data tidicated.that the stiength of a web which was allowed to buckle at
the holes was about l.1yercent less than the strength of a web which did
not buckle at the holes. The lower curves apply to webs which have the
heads of the rivets or bolts besr~ directly on the sheet.
.
l?he curves in figure 4 are identicsL with the curves in figure 14 of
refedence 2 up to k N O.4. b this region both sets of curves are based
on the tests presented in reference 1. Foh values of k higher than 0.4,
the curves in figure 14 of reference 2 were based on an estimated value
for k = 1.0, and they are slightly lower in this region than the curves
in figure 4 which are based on exper~ntal data obtained in the present
investigation. .
The curves in figure 4 are applicable to Joints made with either one
or two ro% of bolts if the bearing stiesses at the holes do not sxceed
the allowable bearing stresses given in reference 4. The tests of refer-
ence 1 indicated that if the besr~ stresses do exceed the allowable
besMng stresses given in reference 4, the allowable shear stresses WCLJ-
then be less than those shown in figure 4.
Cornperison tith other tests.- Figure 5 presents the results of tests
from,references 2 and 5 for cmparison with the empirical curve for the
shear stiess h the gross section at fafiwe. Most of the points for the
be~ of reference 2 are very close to the average curve. All points for
the shear webs of reference 5 are above the average curve. These webs
were bolted between heavy angles and the bolts were drawn tight. The
increase in the ultimate stiess was probably a result of the fact that
some of the load was carried by friction between the shear web and the
frame. This friction should usually not,be relied upon to carry load
under service conditions.
.. . . . ..-z .— ___ .._
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Results of strength tests on a 24S-T and Alclad 75S-T &luminum-
sUoy sheet b diagonal tension indicated that the ultimate sheer stress
was essentially independent of the rivet factor in the practical range
(rivet factor greater than O .6). Curves are presented ahowlng the
effect of the diagonal tension on the ultimate sheer stress in the gross
section. These curves supersede those given in NACA TN No. 1364.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
Naticmel Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, Va., September 24, 1948
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Figure 2.- Ultimate shear stresses in 24 S-T
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